Local Small Business Office Discourages Applicants--Multer

We use the Honolulu office of the Small Business Administration to assist the small business in getting a loan. However, there is a problem. The last time we checked, they were only accepting applications for loans. The secretary of the Small Business Administration, Joseph A. Multer, Jr., N.Y.C., chairman of the Board of Commissioners, was quoted in a small business in which Multer reports what he found in Hawaii. He said the applications were not yet complete, the Congressmen told what he had found on his visit here at that time. Stating that he had found the man in charge of the small business loans, he said there was a woman in charge of the small business and another man sent out to take care of the small business loans.

The Congressmen said, "Well, there is no personal observation. I know that the New York area does what the New England area does as far as the New York area, but what personal observation is there that the agency has done just as a bad job?" (more on page 6)

Murakami, Duke, Coto Blast City Charter Comm. Proposals

"No Show" Jail inmates Turn Up All Over; One Is Conscientious C-C Worker

A story published last week in the Star-Bulletin to the effect that 47 inmates of the State Hospital at Punchbowl had turned up in the observation area of the hospital was reported by the Honolulu News as being incorrect. The story was based on an article by J. W. W. Johnson in the Sunday edition of the Star-Bulletin. The Star-Bulletin reported Thursday that the observation area had been searched and the inmates were not found.

An inmate of the hospital is one whose sentence allows him to work at night during the day, but requires him to return to the jail on nights and weekends. The jail records show what the Star-Bulletin reported, all right. But as authorities check the list of names published by the Star-Bulletin, one after another is accounted for in some other way, no inmates are accounted for in the observation area. An inmate who was accounted for as residing in the observation area has been in the hospital since Tuesday.

City School Construction Needs Personnel for Advance Planning

The city and county with $14 million authorized for immediate school construction, have not taken steps to assure that it has not had time to look to Federal aid for advance planning of school construction.

While plans are being made, the city hall has not been made available.

While the board of supervisors was informed by the city's schools, has been nothing in the form of public law 56 passed two years ago.

The building superintendent said that beyond the fact that the city hall had nothing in the form of public law 56 passed two years ago. The city is authorized to proceed with the building of schools, he said, and has been nothing in the form of public law 56 passed two years ago.

Rent Control Staff Unperturbed by Ruling of Magistrate Wight

Words of Magistrate Griffith Wight in a decision last week to the effect that rent control is unlawful, will not have any effect upon the current G-C-G rent control officials to any noticeable degree. The current rent control officials are continuing as usual with the staff busy processing applications as rapidly as possible, he said. The decision by the increased taxes they have been charged for the increased taxes may be cost, an increase in the cost of living, or pay, or expense to pay.

Administrative G-C-G. G-C. Gores has no comment on the decision by Wight other than to say, "It doesn't make any difference." (more on page 6)

Joe Rose Says Lahaina Merchants "Red-Dominated," Raps Kendall

A number of Lahaina, Maui, merchants were reported it midweek by a recent broadcast in which Joe Rose of Honolulu, TV2 referred to them as "Communist-dominated" because they banded against union proposals to ignore the drive of Big Business for a "visible" tax. Some Lahaina merchants were reported appearing on the air in favor of Red,Barr and O'Keefe, prior to the last edition of the Lahaina Citizen and those of Al Schaff of whose 4-year ago.

Rep. Barr told reports in the Record that a finding of a magistrate on a matter of constitutionality seldom carries any very heavy weight. Magistrate Wight said rent control was set up as a wartime emergency which had been any (from page 4)

Would Rob Voter Of Power, Demo 2 Republicans Say

Three out of four of the Democratic members of City Hall have been deprived of power by the police commission which has made a ruling against them. The three were Auditor K. A. Kikawa, Treasurer Lawrence G. Coto and Sheriff Duke P. Kahanamoku.

A fourth, Clerk Paul Chung, has dropped his name from the list of the Democratic members of City Hall. Chung said he has not studied the proposals in order to have an opinion on them. The rule which defines the role of the council, or of councilmen, instead of by mayor or city manager.

Makau's reaction was quickest and hottest. He issued a formal statement to the press Wednesday in which he said the proposal is opposed to the American theory of government. Both Sheriff Kahanamoku and Treasurer Coto are Republicans. (more on page 7)

Strapping Seaman Falls Victim To Govt Official in Bar Fight; May Sue

A self-styled, child-mannered, bearded government official was identified this week by a strapping seaman as the man who broke his ankle on the floor of the police commission which has made a ruling against them.

The seaman, who is identified as R. H. T. Johnson, has been arrested in his home and confined by the police in the Pueblo where he is under arrest and will likely be held for two months.

It has indicated that he will that all swear out a warrant for the arrest of the government official and institute a suit for damages.

There are two distinct versions of what happened. The seaman's version is that, after getting the leg of a man at the bar near the government man, a friend, the government man took exception to him and asked him to sit down and show the conversation. According to the seaman's version, he was asked by the bartender to move away, whereupon he moved several seats down the counter.

But the official got up off his stool and took a bottle of beer and behind him to pull him off his stool back to his seat behind the same chair, through the door, and off the stool.

The seaman says he doesn't know what happened, but that when he came to, he had been kicked in various parts of his body, and his ankle was badly broken. It has been assumed by doctors that the ankle was broken by the "shoving," or stomping, for the broken ankle, or any other reason. (more on page 7)

Legislators Knocked Out Visible Tax Now Pushed by CofC

Visible general excise tax was not intended by the legislature, according to reports of the House Finance and Senate Ways and Means Committees. The Senate bill made visibility of the tax optional but the House knock out the visibility provision and the tax bill was passed without it.

The House Finance Committee, after studying the Senate bill, reported:

"No public hearings or discussions on the subject of whether the general excise tax at the retail level will make visible or not. The Committee has decided that status quo shall continue."

It went on to say that the language of the bill must be changed to make it possible that the status quo shall continue. (more on page 6)

TBC Split 2-2 On Whether or Not It Would OK Rademacher v. Patterson

By Edward Rohrbough
If the battle between the Gifted Amateur, Persifol, and the Mighty Side of the Sport, Light Weight champion and master of the ring, Mr. J. M. Rademacher, has not been staged in Honolulu, somebody would have to do it on June 21st for this is the first time in which the two are meeting. (more on page 7)

If the city council is split right down the middle on the proposition, 2-2, this would mean, with the council having had no vote on the question, it would be up to the Board of Supervisors."

Only the Board of Supervisors, Aug. 29, where Promoter Jack Mury. by his report, the decision, in a lively case. The fight between Rademacher, who has never fought a professional fight, and Patterson, who has official sanction of the Washington State Boxing Commission at present, but is not unannounced. The referee will make the decision whether Patterson will fight or not. In the case, with the decision having had no vote, it would be up to the Board of Supervisors."

Could Jim's pressure being brought against the fight by New York's Julius Epselend and the opposition of the nationals, of which both Washington and I have a message, the TBC, thought it might be interesting to put out a few features in behalf of Persifol Hanley, just in (more on page 7)
Miss. Rep. Tells How Air Force Loses, Finds Billions; Asks Effort for Peace

You may not have read about the $6 billion a year plus 20 per cent of the industrial effort and perhaps the same amount of the American farmers, which have been acquired by the military, the state, and the defense departments in the whole country, who are spending more than $6 billion a year more than they need for the purposes of the Department of Defense.

In the debate, the Republican party lost its majority in the House, and the Democratic party gained control of the Senate. The Republican party has been criticized for its failure to keep its promise of cutting taxes and reducing the national debt.

Mr. Whitman, the Republican, argues that the defense budget is necessary to protect the country from aggression. He says that it is not just a question of money, but also of political power and influence. He adds that the Democrats are using the defense budget as a way to gain control of the government.

The debate continues with the Republicans and Democrats presenting their arguments for and against the defense budget. The vote on the defense budget is expected to be close, and the outcome will have a significant impact on the political landscape of the United States.

Fight Promoter's Headaches; Writer Confesses Bribing Cop with Two-Bits

By Edward Rorhbour

For a long time there has been a war in the world, and just when it will end is anybody's guess. But one thing is certain: the war is costing us a great deal of money, and it is time we started thinking about how to stop it.

The war is not just a matter of killing people. It is also a matter of destroying property, damaging cities, and causing suffering and hardship. It is a war that we cannot afford to lose.

The war started because of the failure of world leaders to come to an agreement on how to handle international conflicts. The failure of leaders to come to an agreement has led to a series of events that have spiraled out of control.

The war is costing us a great deal of money. The United States has spent over $6 billion on the war, and the cost continues to rise. The cost of the war is a burden that we cannot afford to bear.
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The war is costing us a great deal of money. The United States has spent over $6 billion on the war, and the cost continues to rise. The cost of the war is a burden that we cannot afford to bear.
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Kaiser Hospital Arouses New Interest in His Medical Insurance

The announcement that Henry J. Kaiser is working on plans for a polyclinic in San Francisco has stirred interest in the Kaiser medical insurance.

The Kaiser Foundation asked for a polyclinic in San Francisco when it announced it was considering building one. The Kaiser Foundation is a non-profit organization that was set up by Henry J. Kaiser to provide medical insurance to workers in the aluminum industry.

Kaiser's plan is to build a polyclinic that will provide comprehensive medical care to its members. The polyclinic will be located in San Francisco and will offer services such as primary care, specialty care, and preventive care.

The Kaiser Foundation is considering building the polyclinic because it believes it will be able to save money by providing comprehensive medical care to its members. The polyclinic will be funded by premiums paid by its members.

If the Kaiser Foundation decides to build the polyclinic, it will be the first time in the Kaiser Foundation's history that it has built a polyclinic. The Kaiser Foundation has traditionally provided medical insurance to its members through managed care organizations.

The Kaiser Foundation is considering building the polyclinic because it believes it will be able to save money by providing comprehensive medical care to its members. The polyclinic will be funded by premiums paid by its members.
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Hawaii's Smaller Amateurs Look Good Winning Place on Team To Seattle

BY STAFF WRITER

Hawaii will have a fast, able team as Washington hosts the 1937 Women's City Tournament at Seattle in August—at least in the lower weights. The outcome of the event will be in the finals of the tournament to change the complexion of the Auditorium before 1:40 p.m. fans. (There was no answer to the question of how many deadheads?)

The team chosen in the Trini by Coach Jack Dempsey, depending on the members of the last U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two.

Some Mates of the U.S. Marines was probably responsible for the snowbox showing at the event, for he pushed Hawaii's former National AAU 152 lbs. champ, a former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two.

Dempsey, had already by 1:40 p.m. fans. (There was no answer to the question of how many deadheads?)

TAKARA NO MATCH FOR MOLINA

Biggest disappointment of the 1937 Hawaii Amateur Women's 152 lbs. champ, a former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two. Molina extended was badly disappointed for the former Ekaako, a spectacular feat in being able to remain upright no matter how often or how powerfully is hit in the head and body. Yet he is given a fair chance of winning.

This is no isolated case. The promoters were trying to make a drawing card only recently out of a giant from South America who wished something over 300 lbs., and there was the former circus strong man, a former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two, is a match for him. Yet he is not a match for him.

The whole thing reminds us of a sideshow in a Billy Rose conceived. The former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two, has been pulled off in the past, but this time it seems that yu could step inside and see “the biggest monkey in the world” or some, for only 50 cents. You paid and peeked through a hole in a curtain. Then you dropped a step and重中之重 to see the other suckers get hooked on the way you'd been.

The Rademacher-Patterson fight is like that. It's the best example at the moment of the amateur's right to know his money away if he wants to be just as big a sucker as he wants to. 'Tis a sad

HERMAN CLARK JR. has signed with the Chicago Bears for another season in professional football, according to Sunday's paper. When he has been playing with the Bears he has been a star fullback. The Bears scored in the pro game again next year while the other claimed his was scored on halfback. The former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two, the “Tiger” or the “Star-Bull” turns out to be wrong. But it was one of them, though the error can't be taken too seriously. Herman's brother, Jimmy, former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two, was returned again to the grueling pro game for another season.

SWIMMING IS A SPORT in which champions are determined almost with the regularity with which they come of voting age. Now, in Honolulu, the United States Military Academy and the United States Naval Academy, have discovered that their juniors. You have heard of halfbacks, golf players and former U.S. Olympic team, the veteran amateur rip issue with a total of American and an Hawaiian champion or two, who, having once dropped out of the top competition, made a surprise charge as a small item.

VITY HIGA—a campaign to bring major league baseball to Honolulu—in the third major league's sure to be started—would be like the optimist of the week. Since no one has managed to get the United States to agree on anything, the “sweat” of the campaign is and no other effort to get a Hawaii team into a Major League of any kind has been so much neglected and outated, major league baseball would seem a little farfetched—especially if it that since that major league hasn't been organized yet. Still, a man who wants to make something grow should be given his chance. How about putting Higa on the Stateboard Commission? (page 5)
Through A Woman's Eyes

Kokua Small Stores

by AMY ULRAN

It seems to me that if we are going to make any headway against the drive of the merchants to pass their own sales tax after the legislature will not, that we must kokua the small stores that are holding out against the visible tax.

I hope the Committee Against the Sales tax can circulate petitions on this matter so that we can have a partial list of such stores.

But in the meantime, I suggest you do what we have been doing: go into a small store, tell the person at the counter you want to shop at a place where they do not charge tax.

If they say they do not, show that you are pleased, and make your purchases. Such incidents linger in the memory of the shopper.

What about other items besides food?

My daughter, for instance, loves ice cream sundae. She came home indigent last Sunday because she was given an extra penny for a hot fudge sundae.

We talked the situation over and decided that for awhile at least we would forego snacks at soda fountains and buy ice cream at the grocery and make our own sundae at home.

There is no time like the present for getting acquainted with the big mail order houses.

Montgomery Ward, whose address is Oakland, California, will send you a seasonal catalogue on request. You will be astonished at the number of things you can order by mail, if you have not shopped this way before.

Often the prices are so much lower than local prices that even with the cost of mailing, you come out ahead.

It is an unhappy situation when Hawaiians must deliberately seek out ways of avoiding their own business establishments. But when the Island Board has brought upon the merchants.

They have set themselves up above the elected representatives of the people of Hawaii.

It is too bad that each of us shops alone. It is so easy to forget that there are many, many more of us than there are shopkeepers.

If we all stuck together on this, how long do you think the big stores could hold out?

Kokua Small Stores

Consumers resistance is low.
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School Construction Needs Personnel for Advance Planning

(from page 1)

in Hawaii after the last tidal wave. I went out there and visited the school buildings, and found seven weeks after the disaster that not a single school has been approved.

I visited each of the disaster areas. Rep. Mutiler, in the case of the island where two were burned to the ground, I went to the office of your local firm.

Building Superintendent Inouye said that now with Inouye representing 20 areas that have jurisdiction on军事 and industrial matters, there is a need for more personnel to handle the school construction program. Other areas are aware of Public Law 650.

The sum of 10 million is probably more for the Japanese people than for a single race. The bill has been passed by the Senate, and the House is expected to pass it soon. The bill authorizes the Secretary of War to appropriate $10 million for the construction of schools in the areas where the Japanese were burned.

"On the Island of Kauai, we had another man assigned there. He is of the same race, and he is the point of disaster, and he is the one who was burned. He was burnt and talked to me and told us about his experience. The Red Cross was there, but the Civil Defense was operating in the area. We were there with the officers in charge of the work. We met the people and told them about the bill."

Mutiler, obviously a Congresswoman, was present at the meeting of the business affairs. The bill was passed by the Senate, and the House is expected to pass it soon. The bill authorizes the Secretary of War to appropriate $10 million for the construction of schools in the areas where the Japanese were burned.

P.I. Government Sells PAL Interest to Neutralize PanAm

Philippines Air Lines whose major stock is owned by the Philippine government, has sold 50,000 worth of shares to Pan American Airways and this has been done in order to keep Pan American Airways from bidding for the Palamino Line. The Pan American Line is entering Java.

A veteran attorney says, "The bill was passed, and the jobs were very hard to get. Losing a job then might be a greater hardship than losing a job in a regular line."

Another view expressed by another California attorney is, "The point is that the unions are not the only union. The unions are also the employers."

Yet another view expressed by another California attorney is, "The point is that the unions are not the only union. The unions are also the employers."

"I talked to four different bankiers that I talked to, to the banks that know nothing of the operation of the banks or the other institutions. I talked to four different bankiers that I talked to, to the banks that know nothing of the operation of the banks or the other institutions.

"We have tried to make up our minds and act on the information and applications."

"Now, this is directly opposite of the Pan American Line, which Says, "We have only ten days to carry out this policy.""
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"We have tried to make up our minds and act on the information and applications."

"Now, this is directly opposite of the Pan American Line, which Says, "We have only ten days to carry out this policy.""

The power and influence of PanAm are shown by the action of the Philippine government which is going to buy 50,000 worth of shares to neutralize the American firm."
Strapping Seaman Falls Victim To Gov't Official in Bar Fight; May Sue

(from page 1)

ported "grounded up" and metallic surgical pins are still in it. The seaman, some seven feet taller, several pounds heavier and some years younger than the official, as he was the larger and former because he was taken by surprise and he had no chance to defend himself.

FULLER OR PUSHED?

The official, on the other hand, says he feels he was the seaman who pushed him from behind in the bar fight conversation and not getting out. Instead of pulling him from behind the government official pushed him from in front.

I know what surprised him, when surprise is expressed that he should have won the fight in such an ungodly manner. The government official was such a high degree of alcohol and is the son of the Oaxacan school of judo.

The government man denies.

TBC Split 2-2 on Whether or Not It Would OK Rademaker v. Patterson

(from page 1)

case he has to look for a new location and new building. Would the local commission approve the proposal? How were the commission members were they were of the opinion that the proposal was the best for the area. Acting Chairman Arthur Slapka, who was the only member who opposed the proposal, was with an emphasis: "No!"

Commissioner Frank Ranko said, "Yes. It might just be the shot in the arm the area needs to make the area the commercial center it deserves it would be good for the tourist business."

Commissioner Adam Orenstein said, "Absolutely not. I think it's ridiculous. As an area of town this area has had a professional fight matched with the world champion! We've been criticized for letting them bring in traffic to fight the local fighters. What would they say if we allowed this one? This one is the biggest setup in the world."...

So there the matter stands at the moment. On Monday, the B.C. Bar Association will meet as usual to decide whether or not to appoint a new chairman. One of the members might be argued against the other side if the proposal is not passed. The TBC would not be the only ones in town to consider this. It is quite possible that the government man might have been in town to decide on the matter.

OLD POLICY IGNORED

It is interesting to note that one of the commission members mentioned that the proposal was advocated and dealt with the site of the office. This site has been occasionally since that in two Main-...
Admiral Retires for New Job

Is Hawaii so lacking in qualified personnel that an admiral retires to become director of the Hawaii Aeronautics Commission?

This position pays $12,000 a year. The Rear Admiral Aaron P. Stroers, commander of Fleet Air Hawaii. Upon his retirement the admiral will receive three-fourths of his base pay for the rest of his life—or upwards of $7,500 a year.

The Admiral tendered a job from the point of income and subsistence. Certainly there must be others in the islands who have qualifications for the position, who do not draw $7,500 or more from government sources?

It is reported that Admiral Stroers is a man of ability and experience. The point being made is, isn't there a qualified man here in need of a job?

Hawaii Survived; U.S. 'Wiped Out'

BY KOJI ARISUGWA

I am wondering if Police Lieutenant A. L. Edmondson changed his observations on nuclear bomb attacks on Oahu after he was quoted by the Sun-San in a story a while back?

"We are better prepared to face it (nuclear attack) than the Pearl Harbor attack."

That is the first line of the Star-Bulletin carefully, which carried his name on page 8, March 26, 1955.

"Oahu Is Prepared For Atom Attack."

LED 12 POLICEMEN

Lieutenant Edmondson was speaking with authority as a Civil Defense official who led a 112-man police bomb unit from World War II. The story appeared in the Honolulu Advertiser of March 26, 1955.

"If you read the paper carefully, you could find that we had big house running all over the way across the top of page 2 of the same edition, saying: "

-Accidental Soviet Test of Intercontinental Missile Reported."

As reported correctly, the national Civil Defense authority has said there is the possibility of an accidental bomb test. This was not fearsome. The report was not exaggerations that the United States last night had one bomb test and another missile test that nullified U.S. monopoly in this field.

NO DEFENSE AT ALL

According to Alop, the I.B.G.M. has been called the "ultimate weapon," because there is no defense against it. The operational I.B.G.M. flies halfway around the world in a matter of minutes at several hundred miles an hour, equipped with thermonuclear bomb. This is an all in stand-ahead weapon.

Lieutenant Edmondson, I am certain, wasn't aware of the above preparatory to cope with the situation. This is the death of mankind by such explosions. As reported recently, the national Civil Defense authority has said that the accidental bomb test against gold bomb is the area of evacuation the people to rural areas becomes more than 100,000 people, 20,000 120,000 areas where bombs would hit. The target areas were Honolulu's Hickham Field and Kaneohe Marine Air Station.

LET'S ASSUME...

Apparently they weren't alerted for I.B.G.M. Therefore they had time to evacuate part of the population.

Nationally, the Civil Defense's Operation Alert was planned to cope with attacks by supersonic planes, not as an accident, a reality, and when our national leaders say there will be no war for a long time, it seems foolish to hold civil defense plans. To set up million dollar super sonic planes. For super sonic planes I.B.G.M. will soon be obsolete.

J.G.M. it's suppose that the hypersonic enemy gave warning of an attack by troop movements, etc., as was assumed in Operation Alert. Let's assume it was not, everyone of the population of the Civil Defense worked out on March 26, 1955.

This did not make what we would call "operation survival" effective. In the same news article to which Lieutenant Edmondson's observation appeared, it was reported that the attack left 35,000 dead and 100,000 injured on Oahu. What about radioactivity fall-out?

COMPLETE DESTRUCTION

Repeating on the make-believe war, Malcolm G. Jones of the Advertiser reported July 13: "We have never seen to Ward Avenue from the waterfront to Beretania, the destruction is complete. Beyond those boundaries the damage is spectacular, not catastrophic."

He reported further: "From Mauilili and Kailua to the Pearl Harbor area there is complete destruction. Through the night a malignant shower of particles sucked up in yesterday's explosion fell, and the cloud is drifting toward Molokai and Maui."

Later today, Civil Defense officials hope to begin preparations for evacuation in all of the islands. They will plan to evacuate in the north shore of Oahu who stream out of Honolulu to get more news of the bomb test that has been dropped on Oahu. We have no idea what to expect.

BILLIONS FOR WAR, BUT

Let's not kid ourselves. The national Civil Defense authority says that $40 billion spent for underground shelters throughout the country cannot protect the populace. And we haven't even..."